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Discussion on Instruction for Fraction Multiplication
“Through Active Use of Area Diagram”
Kuniaki KYOGOKU［1］　 UEKUSA- GAKUEN University, Faculty of Child Development and Education
In order to teach fraction multiplication properly, there are two key points to keep in mind. One is how to bring up 
the concept of fractions. At this point, we emphasize the importance of unit fractions as a result of operations. The other 
is to have the pupils think about how to multiply fractions by using area diagrams regarding unit fractions. The author 
found these two points not in the Course of Study or the “Explanation of the Course of Study,” but in current arithmetic 
textbooks for elementary schools approved by the Ministry of Education and Science. In examining some arithmetic 
textbooks for fifth graders, several descriptions written about the idea of unit fractions as (fractions) × (integers), 
(fractions)÷ (integers) can be found. In spite of the practices concerning the multiplication of fractions recorded thus 
far, many lessons are carried out in ignorance of the facts mentioned above, even in open class observation.
More concretely, the author points out the following steps for improving instruction in the fraction multiplication.
⑴ In order to deepen understanding of the concept of fractions, it is necessary to correlate fractions expressing
operation with those of proportion. Furthermore, as to the study of the fraction multiplication, it is effective to
clarify the view on fractions based on unit fractions.
⑵ It is necessary for pupils to understand area diagram constructionally. For that purpose, we have to instruct
pupils step by step, giving them area diagrams as a procedure toward constructing area diagrams, because it is
rather difficult for them to understand already made area diagrams. We must recognize the necessity of drawing
vertical lines for dividing areas equally, which is deeply connected with understanding the meaning of fraction
multiplication.
⑶ It is necessary for pupils to make use of their acquired knowledge and skills. For example, to understand
(fractions)× (fractions), it is important to comprehend the meaning of fractions, the usage of fractions, the
meaning of division, and the properties of proportion.
Finally, the author pointed out the importance of tasks found by pupils themselves used both as introduction tasks 
and developed tasks.
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